Safe Work Practice 


Moving Vehicles and Equipment


This practice is intended to ensure the safe movement and use of vehicles, machines and equipment in accordance with the Regulations for Construction Projects.

	The Site Superintendent shall ensure that all workers, contractors and sub-contractors will be informed of this procedure before moving or using vehicles, machines and equipment.


	All workers, contractors, and sub-contractors will use this procedure when moving or using vehicles, machines and equipment.


	When using vehicles, machines or equipment near energized overhead electrical conductors, no part shall be brought closer than minimum distance listed in Table 1.


TABLE 1

Nominal phase-to-phase voltage rating
Minimum distance
750 or more volts, but no more than 150,000 volts
3 metres
more than 150,000 volts, but no more than 250,000 volts
4.5 metres
more than 250,000 volts
6 meters


	Operators of vehicles, machines and equipment shall be assisted by signallers if the operator’s view of the intended path of travel is obstructed and/or a person could be endangered by the vehicle, machine or equipment and its load.


	A competent worker shall be designated as a signaller. Both the operator and signaller shall jointly establish the procedures by which the signaller assists the operator and both will follow those procedures. A loud signalling device, such as a whistle should be used to indicate either “STOP” or “GO”.


	The signaller should be walking with the vehicle, machine, or equipment in a manner that gives the signaller an unobstructed view of the intended path of travel and in full view of the operator. 


	The signaller shall station themselves in such a position that they have a clear view of the equipment and the electrical conductor and be in full view of the operator. The signaller shall warn the operator by the agreed method if any part of the equipment or its load may approach the minimum distance as listed in Table 1.


	If it is possible that a part of the equipment or its load may encroach upon the minimum distance listed in Table 1, a legible sign that is visible to the operator and warns of the potential electrical hazard shall be posted at the operator’s station.


